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Event Title: Meditation and Prayer Circle 

Organizer: Fé Menina URI Cooperation Circle 

Your Name: Marly de Almeida Pedra 

Your email: marlypedra@urusvati.org.br 

Country: Brazil 

Date: 05 Feb 2018 

Short Description: We are going to make a circle of prayers, meditations and sacred songs 

contributing to interfaith harmony. 

Start/end time: 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 

Venue: Brahma Kumaris World Organization – São Paulo 

Address: Rua Dona Germaine Buchard,589, Bairro Água branca, São Paulo-SP-Brazil 

Links: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1ECE8jSO58 (Portuguese with English subtitles) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW6WGhyzkwI (Portuguese with English subtitles) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCKe83vL7SA (Portuguese) 

https://www.facebook.com/casadasreligioesunidas/ 

 Event Details:  

The Fé Menina URI Cooperation Circle invited all religions, spiritual and indigenous groups 

and the public in general to make together a Circle of Meditations and Prayers on February 5, 

2018, from 7:30 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. to celebrate the World Interfaith Harmony Week with the 

motto "The Planet is Sacred and wants Peace" and in accordance with the phrase "there will 

only be peace in the world if there is peace between religions". 

The brothers and sisters of the World Organization Brahma Kumaris welcomed us with a tasty 

snack. 

https://d.docs.live.net/bac009494bfb7646/Documents/DGS%20Life/URI/World%20Interfainth%20Harmony%20Week/2018/Goias/www.uri.org
https://d.docs.live.net/bac009494bfb7646/Documents/DGS%20Life/URI/World%20Interfainth%20Harmony%20Week/2018/Goias/www.urialc.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-1ECE8jSO58
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wW6WGhyzkwI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rCKe83vL7SA
https://www.facebook.com/casadasreligioesunidas/
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We began at 7.30 pm, with the welcome of the host organization representative, Juliana 

Vilarinho, who passed the lead to Marly Pedra, Fé Menina CC Coordinator. 

Each participant presented itself briefly, we talked about the purpose of that meeting. 

We presented the Proclamation Letter "The Planet is Sacred and it wants Peace" - all taking 

care of the sustainable common house (www.casadasreligioesunidas.com.br) initiative of the 

United Religions Initiative and the House of the United Religions for adhesion and electronic 

signature, initiated in 01 Feb 2018. 

Then we had a wheel of meditations and prayers, including sacred songs. 

Moments of rare Beauty, Harmony and Brotherhood. 

At 9:00 p.m. we finished with a moment of fraternization and brotherhood and a snack was 

offered again. 

At this moment we recorded testimonials of each leadership on "What is the value of the 

World Interfaith Harmony Week for you and your institution". 

 

For the general public the energy generated was of very positive impact with joy for the 

opportunity of the meeting and respect for the participation of diverse religions in favor of 

harmony and peace; some were moved by tears. There was a lot of receptivity. 

Awareness of the interfaith network that took notice of the event through messages. 

The present Interreligious Community, sensitized by the vibration, with the clarity that that 

vibration generated by the loving union united with others for the cooperation of the 

interreligious harmony, declared willingness to hold other meetings of similar format. 

To me it has especially impacted me strongly (it is challenging to put into words), by the strong 

feeling of unity, of love, and that we are one family and love nature; we commit ourselves to 

celebrate the union, to honor and to take care of the Life on the planet and of the 

reinvigoration of the union and attraction of other Institutions! 

And we are going to perform this rhythmic activity every 3 months. 
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